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College Place features large numbers of college-aged
and elderly adults, and these two demographic
groups account for two specific types of police investigation: fraud (the older population is statistically
more likely to be the target of phone and mail fraud)
and car prowls and stolen bicycles (many college
students use bikes and/or store valuable items in
their vehicles).
Chief Lepiane also has a fascinating collection of interesting and varied stories across his career – from
the calls to find lost parakeets to the calls about
neighbors involved in various activities. In 2014, one
of the calls concerned the passing of fraudulent
checks at a local retailer. The police department’s
investigation resulted in the arrest of a string of forgers across several states who actually had printers
and computers to create forged documents in the
car parked outside the establishment.
Every police force also has to be prepared for very
serious crime and multiple injuries and arrests –
even as we all hope that we never have to encounter
that in our city. The new high school will involve the
police force more directly with students, staff and
families, which involves more oversight and training.
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We’re on the web!
www.ci.college-place.wa.us

The CPPD is working on a proposal for a school resource
officer when the new high school is completed and fully
operational; they will be working with the school district
to make that possible.
Every time we see a patrol car we are reminded of the
College Place police department motto to support Community Pride Protection and Dedication. I want to take
this opportunity to thank all of them for their service.
CARS Project Update:
There has been a slight delay in getting the College Avenue/Rose Street project bid process completed. “We
found that our engineering estimate for the project was
lower than the four bids received by more than we were
comfortable awarding in early January,” says City Administrator Pat Reay.
So the next step is to modify the bid specifications
enough to be in line with the project’s budget and the
city’s available funding. “We know we can make it work,
we just collected new information that forces some recalculation,” says Reay. “Thankfully the winter allows a
bit of down time for these readjustments before prime
construction time begins.”

